WHITE PAPER

OUR MISSION
We started Royal Protocal when we asked ourselves what was missing from the online gaming and casino experience. We know that this hobby is more than just passing the time. It’s a way of relieving stress, interacting with
friends and acquaintances, or even padding your paycheck.
Covid has changed everything. Practically overnight, we lost the ability to connect with others as we once did. This
has caused a sharp increase in cases of depression and anxiety around the globe. Now more than ever, we have no
choice but to find creative ways to stay connected and adopt a “new normal”. We at Royal Protocal know it’s hard
enough to complete complicated, multistep processes to deposit, access, and withdraw funds, and worry about if
your transactions are secure at the same time.
That’s why we are using the power of blockchain technology to make your life a easier and a more fun. With nearly-instant transactions that are safety-guaranteed, your money is only seconds away from being where it belongs.
In these unprecedented times, we bring the arcade and casino to you.
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WHAT IS ROYAL PROTOCAL?
Royal Protocal is changing the future of gaming and online casinos by using cryptocurrency to enhance the player’s experience.
We know how frustrating it can be when your mobile and online games don’t go as planned. Struggling to link to
your account, running out of in-game currency at exactly the wrong moment, and having to wait to upload more
funds to continue playing, can ruin the experience for anyone. Royal Protocal is using Crypto to solve these problems! Our platform allows you to conveniently utilize the BSC blockchain so you have lightning fast access to
arcades and casinos at your fingertips.
Accessing your funds has never been easier. With the click of a button, you can connect your MetaMask wallet
directly to our multi-use platform and your crypto will be instantly available for use. All that’s left to do is to
select your currency (such as $ROY), your game of choice, and start playing.
We have something for everyone, with a wide selection of entertainment options. Whether you enjoy casual games
or poker tables, we are here for you.
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OUR TEAM
Our team consists of passionate volunteers who are dedicated to making your life easier and more
entertaining.
The cryptosphere has allowed people from all over the world to bring their diverse backgrounds to the
Royal Protocal project. This means we have the ability to consider problems from a wide variety of
unique perspectives, so you can rest assured that our launch will go smoothly and any issues will be
addressed promptly and efficiently.
We promise to always respond to our community with: Transparency, Integrity, Compassion, Persistence
With this, success is not only possible, it’s guaranteed.
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OPEN SOURCE
To us, trust is all about transparency. Our platform is built for your enjoyment but it rests on the solid
foundation of our integrity. That is why we are proudly 100% open source.
We have nothing to hide from current or future investors. Every part of Royal Protocal is readily available for anyone to review. We believe that if we can’t hold up to consumer scrutiny, we don’t deserve
your confidence.
We are aware that rumors and FUD (fear, uncertainty and doubt) are prevalent in every corner of the
internet, and for understandable reasons. You’re trusting brand new companies with your paycheck
and have no proof that they share your goals and values. That’s why our admin team is happy to discuss any potential concerns. We will always give you an honest response as quickly as posible.
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BURN MANAGEMENT
These days, just about every Binance Smart Chain token has a variety of burn functions. These can be integrated
into the tokenomics for streamlining the burns in consistent and reliable way, or they can be handled manually by a
team for a more precise impact as the token grows. Since our top priority is our holders, we chose to forego an
automated burn feature in favor of a more involved method of manual burns. Burns cause an immediate impact in
the early stages of adoption, and we want to make sure they are tailor made to suit the Royal Protocal community.
These “burn cycles” will be executed to celebrate milestone achievements over the course of the project, such as
when we launch our gaming platform. A deliberate burn strategy will strengthen our position in the cryptosphere
while also rewarding the holders who have stayed with us from the beginning. These burns will be public, so their
progress will be available for independent audit at any time, day or night.
By putting in the extra effort of overseeing this process personally, the Royal Protocal team will be able to make
nuanced decisions to best benefit our holders. Furthermore, like everything else we do, all information remains
public for complete transparency with those who invested in the project or use our platform.
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TOKENOMICS
5,069,820,000,000 $ROY total supply
- 50% of total tokens locked for liquidity
- 20% allocated for project development locked 6 months in dxsale.app
- 20% allocated for gaming platform initiatives
- 50% of tokens collected from DApp game revenue to be manually burn
- 50B ROY “randomly ” drop to the 1000th user, as we promised

LIQUIDITY
Liquidity auto-locked for 1 year
- Liquidity renews every calendar year
- 60% of DxSale locked as liquidity for 1 y
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PRESALE

10% of total supply
- Softcap - 16 BNB
- Hardcap - 170 BNB
- 5,000,000,000,000 tokens burned immediately after softcap was reached
- Sold out in 30 seconds
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HOW TO BUY $ROY
1. Download / Install the app "TrustWallet" and set up your wallet
2. Purchase "BNB" or "BSC" (Binance Smart Chain)
3. Go to the "DApps" tab and click on PancakeSwap.
4. Click "Select a Currency" and enter the contract address
5. Before swapping, click on the settings icon ( ) and set slippage to 11-12%
6. Enter your desired amount of ROY, and hit "Swap"
7. Confirm the transaction on your wallet, and... LET THE GAMES BEGIN!
Purchase Link
https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?outputCurrency=0xcbcB497D505469F34463BBd5490CC46aE43f81cA
Note: If you are getting the error "PancakeRouter: INSUFFICIENT_OUTPUT_ERROR" please make sure you set your
slippage percentage according to step 5
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